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Abstract

Lithium intercalation into vanadium pentoxide film electrodes prepared by electrodeposition methods has been investigated in a 1 M

solution of LiClO4 in propylene carbonate (PC) by employing potentiostatic current transient technique. From the analysis of the current

transient experimentally measured, it is proposed that lithium transport through the electrodeposited vanadium pentoxide film electrode is

exclusively controlled by the cell impedance. The theoretical current–time relation has been analytically obtained from the solution to the

diffusion equation under the assumption of the cell impedance-controlled constraint at the electrolyte/electrode interface. On the basis of the

theoretical current transient, the current transient experimentally measured has been analysed to estimate the kinetic parameters governing

lithium intercalation such as the cell impedance and the chemical diffusivity of lithium. In particular, the chemical diffusivity of lithium was

determined to be 2:1 � 10�13 to 2:1 � 10�10 cm2 s�1, and was found to be in good accordance with that obtained from electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy.
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1. Introduction

Ever since vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) was realised as

intercalation electrode for use in rechargeable lithium bat-

teries and electrochromic devices, such various techniques

for deposition of V2O5 thin films as RF-sputtering [1],

thermal evaporation [2], ozone oxidation [3], electrodeposi-

tion [4] and sol–gel methods [5] have been extensively

studied. Among these, the electrodeposition from the aqu-

eous VOSO4 solution has been known to be an effective

technique to prepare poorly crystallised V2O5 film electrode

in the hydrated form [6].

Potentiostatic current transient technique has been widely

employed to specify the kinetics of lithium transport through

transition metal oxides. In most studies on lithium inter-

calation, the current transient has been analysed to deter-

mine the chemical diffusivity of lithium ion by assuming

that diffusion of lithium is the rate-controlling step of the

lithium intercalation process [7–10]. However, it has fre-

quently been observed [7,11,12] that the chemical diffusiv-

ities of lithium obtained from the potentiostatic current

transient technique differ in value by several orders of

magnitude from those determined by other electrochemical

techniques such as galvanostatic intermittent titration tech-

nique (GITT) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

(EIS).

In a series of publications on the current transient from our

laboratory [13–17], it has been suggested that lithium trans-

port through the transition metal oxides is not governed by

diffusion of lithium but by the cell impedance. Under this

constraint, the current is given by the quotient of the

potential difference between the electrode potential and

the applied potential divided by the cell impedance. In view

of these circumstances, the analysis of the current transient

based upon the cell impedance-controlled lithium transport

is necessary to be extended to the quantitative evaluation of

the kinetic properties of the intercalation electrode.

In the present work, lithium transport through the V2O5

film electrode prepared by the electrodeposition technique

was examined on the basis of the cell impedance-controlled

concept. For this purpose, the current transient was first

measured on the film electrode at various initial potentials.

According to the theoretical equation for the current tran-

sient derived under the cell impedance-controlled constraint,

kinetic quantities such as the cell impedance and the
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chemical diffusivity of lithium were then estimated. Finally,

the value of the chemical diffusivity of lithium was com-

pared with that value determined from the EIS.

2. Experimental

AV2O5 film specimen was potentiostatically deposited on

Pt current collector at 1.0 V with respect to a saturated

calomel electrode for 5:4 � 103 s in 0.1 M VOSO4 solution.

The Pt was previously sputtered to a thickness of 0.2 mm

onto one side of an Al2O3 substrate (Japan Fine Ceramic).

The VOSO4 solution involved in this work was deaerated for

24 h by bubbling with purified Ar gas before the electro-

deposition of V2O5 film, and its pH value was adjusted to 1.8

by the addition of 10 wt.% H2SO4 solution.

The freshly deposited film was thoroughly rinsed with

distilled water and then dried under vacuum at 100 8C for

1 h. From the X-ray diffraction analysis, it was recognised

that the dried film adopts the poorly crystallised structure

exhibiting the layered character with the interlayer distance

of ca. 1.07 nm in the hydrated form. The dried film was

found to be deposited to the thickness of ca. 0.4 mm by

scanning electron microscopy.

A three-electrode electrochemical cell was employed for

the electrochemical experiments. Both the reference and

counter electrodes were constructed from lithium foil (Foote

Mineral, USA, purity 99.9%) and a 1 M solution of lithium

perchlorate (LiClO4) in propylene carbonate (PC) was used

as the electrolyte. The area of the film electrode exposed to

the electrolyte amounted to 1 cm2.

Galvanostatic intermittent titration technique was emp-

loyed by using Solartron 1287 electrochemical interface

(ECI). Applying a constant current density of 20 mA cm�2

to the cell during 250 s upon discharging, the resulting cell

potential transients were recorded. The deviation from the

ideal stoichiometry of LidV2O5, d, was calculated from the

mass of the oxide and the electrical charge that was trans-

ferred upon discharging. In order to obtain uniform distribu-

tion of lithium over the electrode after interruption of the

constant current, it requires about 1 h to reach equilibrium.

After that, the open circuit potential was recorded just as an

electrode potential.

The potentiostatic current transient and the ac-impe-

dance spectra were measured on the film electrode by

using Solartron 1287 ECI combined with Solartron 1255

frequency response analyser (FRA). First, the film elec-

trode was polarised at 3:6 VLi=Liþ for 1 � 103 s to obtain a

low steady-state current. Then, the potential was dropped

successively to 2:0 VLi=Liþ by the potential step of 0.1 V

for 1 � 103 s, and from the moment of each potential drop

on, the resulting cathodic current was measured with time

during lithium intercalation. After a low steady-state

current was attained, the ac-impedance spectra were

finally measured by applying an ac-amplitude of 5 mVrms

over the frequency range from 50 mHz to 100 kHz. All the

electrochemical experiments were performed at 25 8C in a

glove box (MECAPLEX GB94, Switzerland) filled with

purified Ar gas.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the electrode potentials obtained from the

galvanostatic intermittent discharge curve of the electrode-

posited LidV2O5 film electrode in a 1 M LiClO4–PC solution

as a function of the lithium content. As the lithium content

increases, the electrode potential decreases monotonously

from 3.6 to 2:0 VLi=Liþ without any potential plateau regions.

This indicates that the single phase is maintained over the

whole composition range under investigation, i.e. the phase

transition does not occur during lithium intercalation [18]. It

is also noted that the electrode potential versus lithium

content curve can be approximately linearised if the respec-

tive potential interval within about 0.1 V is considered over

the whole composition range.

Fig. 2a presents on a logarithmic scale the cathodic

current transients measured successively at the potential

drops of 3.4–3:3 VLi=Liþ and 3.3–3:2 VLi=Liþ . Both the cur-

rent transients never follow the Cottrell behaviour [19], viz.

there is no linear relationship between logarithmic current

and logarithmic time with a slope of �0.5 in the early stage.

Instead, the logarithmic current transients show a linear

relationship between logarithmic current and logarithmic

time with a slope between �0.5 and 0, followed by an

exponential decay with time. To demonstrate clearly this

non-Cottrell behaviour, the plot of (current � time1=2)

against logarithmic time is given in Fig. 2b. It exhibits

the upward convex shape with a local maximum even in

Fig. 1. The electrode potential obtained from the electrodeposited

LidV2O5 film electrode in a 1 M LiClO4–PC solution as a function of

lithium content d during lithium intercalation.
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the flattest region (see the inset) rather than the plateau

which is expected to appear in the case of the diffusion-

controlled lithium transport [9,10].

Moreover, it was observed that the initial current in the

current transient is linearly proportional to the potential

drop, i.e. the initial current–potential relation holds Ohm’s

law. In our previous works [13–17], both the non-Cottrell

behaviour of the current transient and the Ohmic relation-

ship between initial current and potential step are respon-

sible for the cell impedance-controlled lithium transport.

Therefore, in the present work, it seems to be reasonable to

say that lithium transport through the electrodeposited

LidV2O5 film electrode is also governed by the cell impe-

dance. It should be stressed that the linear relationship

between initial current and potential step was found to

extend over the large potential step of about 1.5 V in this

work. This fact allows us to distinguish the cell impedance-

controlled intercalation process from the process under the

influence of the charge transfer kinetics governed by the

Butler–Volmer reaction rate [20].

According to the cell impedance-controlled model, the

current is determined by the quotient of the potential dif-

ference between the electrode potential Eeq and the applied

potential Eapp divided by the cell impedance Rcell. Here, Rcell

means the total internal cell resistance, major sources of

which may be the bulk electrolyte, electrolyte/electrode

interface and bulk electrode. Under the circumstance, it is

very instructive to obtain the theoretical current–time beha-

viour for the cell impedance-controlled lithium transport.

The following assumptions apply when we derive the

theoretical equation for the current transient under the cell

impedance-controlled constraint: (i) the electrode potential

depends in a linear manner on the lithium content; (ii) the

phase transformation does not occur during lithium inter-

calation. These are the reasonable assumptions, at least for

the electrodeposited LidV2O5 film electrode under study, as

verified from the electrode potential versus lithium content

curve in Fig. 1; (iii) the double-layer charging current is

neglected; (iv) the cell impedance Rcell and the chemical

diffusivity of lithium ~DLi remain constant during lithium

intercalation. If we consider lithium intercalation in a

sufficiently early time when the lithium content does not

change abruptly, then the last assumption (iv) becomes

valid.

The calculation of the current limited by the cell impe-

dance involves the solution of the Fick’s diffusion equation

for plane under the following initial condition (I.C.) and

boundary condition (B.C.)

I:C: : c ¼ c0 for 0 � x � L at t ¼ 0 (1)

B:C: : IðtÞ ¼ �F ~DLiAea
@c

@x

� �
x¼0

¼ Eapp �EeqðtÞ
Rcell

¼ Vm

Rcell

dE

dd

� �
½capp � cðtÞ	 for x ¼ 0 at t 
 0

(2)

where c and c0 are the local and the initial concentration of

lithium, capp the lithium concentration corresponding to

Eapp, t the lithium intercalation/deintercalation time, x the

distance from the electrolyte/electrode interface, L the elec-

trode thickness, Aea the electrochemical active area, Vm the

molar volume of the electrode, ðdE=ddÞ the slope of the

electrode potential versus lithium content curve in Fig. 1 at a

given lithium content and F represents the Faraday constant.

Eq. (2) indicates the cell impedance-controlled constraint at

the electrolyte/electrode interface under the assumption of

the linear relationship between the electrode potential and

the lithium content.

The application of the Laplace transform to the diffusion

equation in consideration of the semi-infinite diffusion

Fig. 2. (a) The cathodic current transients on a logarithmic scale measured

on the electrodeposited LidV2O5 film electrode in a 1 M LiClO4–PC

solution at the potential drops of 3.4–3:3 VLi=Liþ and 3.3–3:2 VLi=Liþ

successively, and (b) the plots of (current � time1=2) against logarithmic

time reproduced from (a).
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condition combined with Eqs. (1) and (2) yields the follow-

ing current–time relation,

IðtÞ ¼ Eapp � Eeqð0Þ
Rcell

� �
exp

H

Rcell

� �2

t

" #
erfc

H

Rcell

� �
t1=2

� �

for t !
L2

~DLi

(3)

where H ¼ ðVm=F ~D
1=2

Li AeaÞðdE=ddÞ. The current–time rela-

tions similar to Eq. (3) were proposed in the previous studies

on the diffusion coupled with surface evaporation [21] and

on the insertion reaction into the electrode in series with an

uncompensated resistance [20,22], in which the detailed

derivations were described.

In this work, Eq. (3) was used to extract the kinetic

parameters characterising lithium intercalation under the cell

impedance-controlled constraint, i.e. Rcell and ~DLi, from the

current transient experimentally measured on the electrode-

posited LidV2O5 film electrode. Fig. 3a compares the experi-

mental current transients shown in Fig. 2a (open symbols)

with those current transients theoretically calculated from

Eq. (3) (dotted lines) by taking ½Eapp � Eeqð0Þ	 ¼ 0:1 V. As

Fig. 3. (a) The cathodic current transients experimentally measured (open symbols) and theoretically calculated from Eq. (3) (dotted lines) at the potential

drops of 3.4–3:3 VLi=Liþ and 3.3–3:2 VLi=Liþ , and (b) the plots of the cell impedance Rcell and the chemical diffusivity of lithium ~DLi on a logarithmic scale

against the electrode potential obtained from the cathodic current transients.
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shown in Fig. 3a, the current transients experimentally mea-

sured at the potential drops of 3.4–3:3 VLi=Liþ and 3.3–

3:2 VLi=Liþ can be fitted quite well to Eq. (3) with the para-

meters of Rcell ¼ 163:9 O and H ¼ 98:5 and of Rcell ¼
119:0 O and H ¼ 68:7, respectively. Here, the time (3 s) to

which the experimental current transient was fitted to Eq. (3)

was selected to be short enough to ensure the semi-infinite

diffusion condition and other assumptions ((i) and (iv)) used

in the derivation of Eq. (3).

The values of Rcell and ~DLi obtained from the current

transient according to Eq. (3) are plotted on a logarithmic

scale against the electrode potential in Fig. 3b. As the elec-

trode potential decreases from 3.6 to 2:0 VLi=Liþ , Rcell

decreases slightly to 103 O, then remains nearly constant,

and finally increases drastically to 3330 O. On the other hand,
~DLi increases from 2:0 � 10�11 to 2:1 � 10�10 cm2 s�1 and

then decreases exponentially to 2:1 � 10�13 cm2 s�1 with the

lowering of the electrode potential. These tendencies for Rcell

and ~DLi to vary with the electrode potential (or lithium

content) are in good agreement with those for the internal

cell resistance and ~DLi, respectively, reported by Guyomard

and co-workers employing GITT [6].

It is worthwhile to emphasise that the determination of

Rcell is much more convenient from Eq. (3) than from the

plot of initial current versus potential step employed

mainly in the previous works [13–17], since the extra-

polation of Eq. (3) to t ¼ 0 gives directly the precise

value of Rcell at a given electrode potential. Furthermore,

this method has proven to be valuable, especially when it

is difficult to obtain experimentally the plot of initial

current versus potential step at a very early time either

due to the interference with the double-layer charging

current or due to the limitation of the data acquisition

device.

Now, it is necessary to check whether or not ~DLi deter-

mined from the current transient under the cell impedance-

controlled constraint has a reliable value. In this respect, the

ac-impedance spectra were measured on the electrodepos-

ited LidV2O5 film electrode in a 1 M LiClO4–PC solution as

a function of the electrode potential, and subsequently

analysed to estimate ~DLi.

Fig. 4a illustrates the Nyquist plots of the ac-impedance

spectra measured at the electrode potentials of 3.3 and

3:4 VLi=Liþ . For the clear distinction between two series of

ac-impedance data at 3.3 and 3:4 VLi=Liþ , we imagine Fig. 4a

so that the ac-impedance data at 3:3 VLi=Liþ were simply

parallel shifted by 30 O in the negative direction of the

imaginary axis. The ac-impedance spectra are composed of

a depressed arc in the high frequency range and a straight

line inclined at a constant angle of 458 to the real axis

(Warburg region) in the low frequency range. It has been

generally accepted [5] that the high frequency arc is due to

the absorption/desorption of lithium (or charge-transfer

reaction) at the electrolyte/electrode interface. The Warburg

impedance is associated with a semi-infinite diffusion of

lithium in the electrode [23].

~DLi was obtained from the slope of |Z| versus o�1=2 plot

(Fig. 4b) in the Warburg region according to the following

equation previously suggested by Ho et al. [23],

jZj ¼ Vm

F~D
1=2

Li Aea

dE

dd

� �
o�1=2 for o @

~DLi

L2
(4)

where |Z| is the modulus of the impedance Z and o is the

angular frequency. It was impossible to determine ~DLi at the

Fig. 4. (a) The Nyquist representations of the ac-impedance spectra

measured on the electrodeposited LidV2O5 film electrode in a 1 M

LiClO4–PC solution at the electrode potentials of 3.3 and 3:4 VLi=Liþ . For

the clear distinction between two series of ac-impedance data, (a) was so

constructed that the ac-impedance data at 3:3 VLi=Liþ were simply parallel

shifted by 30 O in the negative direction of imaginary axis. (b) The plots of

the impedance modulus |Z| vs. o�1=2 for the Warburg region in the ac-

impedance spectra of (a).
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electrode potentials below 2:4 VLi=Liþ, because the magni-

tude of the high frequency arc is so large that the Warburg

impedance cannot be clearly distinguishable. Fig. 5 envi-

sages the plot of ~DLi on a logarithmic scale against the

electrode potential along with the plot of ~DLi in Fig. 3b

estimated from the current transients. It is seen from Fig. 5

that the value of ~DLi determined by the EIS is surprisingly

very close to the value determined by the potentiostatic

current transient technique. From the results, it is recognised

that the potentiostatic current transient technique can be

successfully utilised to extract the reliable value of ~DLi even

in case that the lithium transport proceeds by the cell

impedance-controlled process.

4. Conclusions

In the present work, lithium transport through the elec-

trodeposited vanadium pentoxide film electrode has been

examined in a 1 M solution of LiClO4 in propylene carbo-

nate by analysis of current transient. The results are sum-

marised as follows:

1. From the non-Cottrell behaviour of the current transient

and the linear relationship between initial current and

potential step, it is suggested that lithium transport

through the electrodeposited LidV2O5 film electrode is

crucially governed by the cell impedance.

2. According to the theoretical current transient derived

analytically under the cell impedance-controlled con-

straint at the electrolyte/electrode interface, the cell

impedance and the chemical diffusivity of lithium

were determined to be 103–3330 O and 2:1 � 10�13 to

2:1 � 10�10 cm2 s�1, respectively, depending on the

electrode potential. Especially, the chemical diffusivity

of lithium was satisfactorily consistent in value with that

estimated from the electrochemical impedance spectro-

scopy.
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